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SunPower Corporation develops and maintains a custom photovoltaic (PV) simulation tool called SunPower® PVSim for producing estimates of PV system power production (kW), energy (kWh) and yield (kWh/kWp). Although there are sophisticated “off-the-shelf” PV simulation tools available, SunPower has chosen to invest in developing its own custom tool to provide maximum flexibility to meet the changing modeling needs of the company. In particular, in-house development enables us to quickly adapt the model to accurately reflect new module and mounting products and allows us to make use of measured performance data from over 450 MW on 600+ systems for model-level and system-level validation. The purpose of this summary is to give a brief description of the PVSim tool and to demonstrate SunPower’s validation practices.
INTRODUCTION

SECTION 1

The PVSim model calculates the power generated by a PV system by passing system-specific location and design information from a user interface (Figure 1) through a set of models in the computational engine. The diagram in Figure 2 illustrates the flow of information into and out of PVSim.

Figure 1: Web-based PVSim graphical interface (UI).
Figure 2: PVSim Data Flow diagram. User inputs are passed to the tool’s primary models through the PVSim UI. The tool calculates the position of the module and sun, the amount of sun on the module surface, the cell operating temperature, the DC module and inverter power, and system AC power and energy.

PVSim has benefitted from over 20 years of development and system-level validation data from over 650 installed SunPower systems worldwide. PVSim is subject to periodic revision based on regular comparison of PVSim projections to the measured performance of existing plants. This internal validation process is called “Benchmarking”:

- In September 2007, SunPower® PVGrid v10 (PVSim predecessor desktop application) incorporated validated geometry and solar position models for both fixed-tilt and tracking systems. This validation included SunPower’s backtracking algorithm for its tracking products.
- In April 2008, SunPower’s Performance team released PVGrid v11, which incorporated the Richard Perez models for calculating beam irradiance and diffuse irradiance on a tilted plane (plane-of-the-array, or POA). This model implementation was accompanied by a complete model and system-level validation.
- In December 2008, PVGrid v11.1 was released with updated beam and diffuse angle-of-incidence modifier functions based on analytical evaluation of the anisotropic sky dome with respect to the tilted plane and the glass-laminate optical transmission properties.
- In April 2009, SunPower released PVSim 1.0. This new web-based application borrowed all of the models from PVGrid v11.1 except for the PV performance model. The existing single-diode power conversion circuit model was replaced with the empirical performance model developed by Sandia National Labs. The Sandia inverter model was also implemented in this new simulation tool, which allows PVSim to dynamically model the efficiency of any inverter tested by the California Energy Commission (CEC).
- In May 2010, SunPower released PVSim 1.1. This version of PVSim did not include any major model updates. However, it allows users the ability to run sub-hourly simulations, generates an itemized loss table as a standard output, and marks the transition from a backward-looking to a forward-looking module flash rating convention to conform to SunPower’s new -3%+5% tolerance guarantee.

Beam irradiance is that portion of irradiance that comes directly from the sun’s disc to the module surface. Plane-of-Array irradiance is the total irradiance available to the module, including the portion of the beam irradiance normal to the module surface and the available diffuse and reflected light (Figure 3). The angle of incidence modifier functions determine how much of this available light is transmitted through the outer glass laminate of the module (i.e. how much light is available on the surface of the cell).

---


Each of the model changes to date (Geometry, Beam and POA Irradiance models, beam and diffuse modifier functions, and the PV performance model) was rigorously validated prior to release. The Geometry model was validated against three 3rd-party solar position models, including NREL’s SolPos, solar position calculations, against Richard Perez of the State University of New York in Albany, and against SunPower’s own tracker controller position calculator. The Beam irradiance model was validated against direct beam irradiance data measured by Sandia National Laboratories, and the POA irradiance model was validated against three cases: 2-axis tracking plane-of-array data from Albuquerque, NM (from Sandia National Labs), measured POA data from three T0 tracking sites in Bavaria, Germany, and measured POA data from several SunPower PowerGuard sites (flat). Examples of validation results may be found in the Appendix of this document.

After validating each of these sub-model changes, the PVSim tool was Benchmarked against measured system yields. The results of the Benchmarking for PVSim v1.1 are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4: PVSim accuracy of annual yield estimates, based on the production of 17 installed systems across the suite of standard SunPower mounting systems (PowerGuard, T10, T0 Tracker and T20 Tracker) and climate zones. A benchmarking result less than 0% indicates that the PVSim yield estimate was lower than actual system energy production (“underprediction”), while a result greater than 0% indicates that the PVSim yield estimate was greater than actual system energy production (“overprediction”). PVSim 1.1, which represents our most accurate and reliable estimates of system performance at this time, predicts actual system performance on average to within 1.25%.

Simulations of energy yield from PVSim represent SunPower’s best approach to system energy performance projections at the time the projection was made. We strive to make the tool as accurate as possible, modifying the algorithms, component specification information and standard assumptions when new information becomes available; these changes to the model will inevitably lead to small changes in PVSim output projections. Therefore, PVSim should be viewed by users as an evolving tool that reflects our best knowledge of the time, has been validated against measured system performance, and whose projections represent the most accurate possible estimates of energy production.
EXAMPLE VALIDATION RESULTS

Geometry Models
SunPower validated its geometry models against two sources of independently-developed and implemented geometry algorithms: SolPos and Richard Perez. The model was also validated against our own tracker controller position calculator. The charts below show the results of the validation against Richard Perez’ model, and are representative of the same level of agreement found with the SolPos models.

Figure A: Calculated Solar Azimuth Angles in Olivenza, Spain on January 17 and July 17. PVSim azimuth angles are compared to angles calculated by Richard Perez. The angles computed by the two models overlap exactly, so only one curve is visible.

Figure B: Calculated Solar Altitude Angles in Olivenza, Spain on January 17 and July 17. PVSim altitude angles are compared to angles calculated by Richard Perez.
SECTION 2

Figure C: Tracker rotation angles for a T20 tracker in Olivenza, Spain on January 17 and July 17. PVSim rotation angles are compared to angles calculated by Richard Perez. These charts show four separate calculations: two by Perez and two by PVSim. The charts show the perfect alignment of the Perez and PVSim results for two cases. The first case is an ideal one in which a tracker is allowed to rotate to +/-90 degrees to follow the sun (this is represented by the lines that continue in a straight path all the way across the chart). Such tracking in a real-world application would lead to significant shading of modules in adjacent rows; to avoid this, SunPower employs a technique called Backtracking, which prevents shading of adjacent rows by limiting rotation in the early morning and afternoon to avoid shading of modules. This case is represented by the lines that curve toward the x-axis in the charts.

Figure D: Tracker rotation angles for a T20 tracker in Olivenza, Spain on October 17th. Here, angles calculated by PVSim are compared to angles calculated by SunPower’s tracker controller. The exact agreement between these angles illustrates SunPower’s ability to exactly model the positioning of our products. In this case, a 40° maximum rotation angle was a constraint.
Figure E: Angle of incidence between direct beam irradiance on the module surface of a T20 tracking system oriented at several azimuth angles. Once again, we see perfect agreement between PVSim and Richard Perez’ models.

Figure F: Illustrations of shading on a T20 system. These images were created using PVSyst and Google Sketch-Up, and used as visualization aids for geometry model and shading validation.
Irradiance Models
Changes that were made to the irradiance models in the v11 release were rigorously validated using irradiance data collected at the Sandia National Laboratories and at SunPower’s own installations. The Sandia National Laboratories data was of critical importance to our Beam Irradiance model validation because it provided us with high-accuracy beam irradiance data from an Eppley Normal Incidence Pyrheliometer (NIP). Figure G illustrates the improvement to PVSim’s beam model calculations with the implementation of the Perez (2002) irradiance model.

Note, in Figure G and similar figures throughout this white paper, the straight 45 degree line represents the ideal data pattern; the degrees of scatter (root mean square error) and symmetry (mean bias error) of data around this line are the measures of quality. The Perez model incorporates two parameters in addition to the parameters used by earlier beam irradiance models such as the one in PVSim v10: Linke Turbidity and the Variability Index. Although the Perez beam model implementation did not improve overall scatter or bias in our beam estimation, it did improve the ability of PVSim to estimate beam irradiance at very high irradiance levels, which are important to the POA calculation and estimation of tracking system yield.

Figure G. Measured vs. PVSim-calculated beam irradiance before and after implementation of Perez model for Albuquerque, NM, January 1 – December 31, 2006 as measured by the Sandia National Laboratories. For the beam component, MBE and RMSE did not change appreciably, but the fit at high irradiances did improve.

Figure H: Measured vs. PVSim-calculated POA irradiance before and after beam and POA model changes in PVSim for Albuquerque, NM, January 1 – December 31, 2006 as measured by the Sandia National Laboratories. Here, MBE was improved from -36.4 W/m² to 1.8 W/m². RMSE was reduced from 87 W/m² to 75 W/m².

Figure I: Measured vs. PVSim-calculated POA irradiance before and after beam and POA model changes in PVSim for Bavaria Solar 1, Muehlhausen, Germany, January 1 – December 31, 2006. Here, MBE was improved from -32.6 W/m² to -1.2 W/m².